WEEK FOUR, MEETINGS 6, 7: January 31, February 2

[Baumeister: one quote (‘Q’), one insight (‘!’), one question (‘?’);
Gilligan: two Qs, one !, one ?/ = 7]

Gilligan. “The symbolism of punishment” in Violence, 139 thru mid-151 [WARNING: other pages are quite graphic].

FULL AND COMPLETE REFERENCES FOR WEEK FOUR ASSIGNED CHAPTERS


BASIC TEXT REFERENCING


From the “Class Meeting and Reading Assignments” part of the syllabus

WEEK FOUR, MEETINGS 6, 7: January 31, February 2

[WQ&I. BAUMEISTER: ONE QUOTE (‘Q’), ONE INSIGHT (‘!’), ONE QUESTION (‘?’); GILLIGAN: TWO QS, ONE !, ONE ?/ = 7]

📖 Gilligan. “The symbolism of punishment” in Violence, 139 thru mid-151[WARNING: other pages are quite graphic].
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